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MalaWI delegate: We feel that Incountry tralnlng programs are more
useful than courses at CIMMYT
headquarters In Mexico that emphasize
some techniques. such as minimum
tillage. that are not applicable to the
local situation In our country.
Dr. Gelaw: I encourage In-country
training. but not to the exclusion of
training In Mexico. Those courses can
expose your people to to a broader
spectrum of field techniques and
course matertals.
Dr. Khadr: You mention that the real
Indication of success In a germplasm
program Is not In the number of
releases from breeding programs. but

the extent to which farmers have
adopted those vartetles. Do you know
how much area Is covered by vartetles
which Include CIMMYT matertals?
Dr. Gelaw: National programs would be
In a better position to answer that
question. but as an example. 75% of
the farmers In the highlands of Lesotho
have adopted new vartetles which are
based on CIMMYT germplasm.

III. Agronomy
On-Farm Research with a Systems Perspective:
Its Role in Servicing Technical Component
Research in Maize, with Examples from
Eastern and Southern Africa
M. Colllnson. CIMMYT Eastern and Southern African Economics
Program. Nairobi. Kenya
Abstract

Question: We used to get the East
African Maize Vartety Trtal. Wouldn't
It be a good Idea to revive this?
Dr. Gelaw: In many countrtes, seed
companies and government research
are doing a good Job with trtal work. I
believe there are better ways of
accomplishing the same purpose and
avoid duplication.
Mr. Mpabanzl: Central Africa Is not
Identified as a separate ecological
region. The result Is that CIMMYT and
UTA matertals are unadapted to the
highlands of Rwanda and BurundI.
Dr. Gelaw: The fact that Rwanda and
Burundi are Included In this workshop.
even though they are not MULPOC
countrtes. shows that we have an
Interest In their situation. It Is true
that our matertals are not well adapted
to your highlands: they need to be
selected for adaptation In a similar
environments In the region.

On-farm research with a farming-systems perspective (OFRIFSP) Is a new 1001 for
agricultural research In the eastern and southern African region. Focusing on
local farming situations, OFSIFSP can modify the findings of technical research.
pinpoint farmers' technical problems and bring together researchers, farmers and
extension In the selection and adoption of technology for local situations. Three
case studies In which OFRIFSP has shown merit are discussed, one concerning
the low power resources which are available to small farmers and which affect
their varietal choice and management. another shOWing how more intensive
cropping patterns have come about as a result of increasing population pressure
on the land. and a third case study describing the circumstances which cause
farmers to use specialized varietal types. The three cases l11ustrate how a
systems perspective Is used In OFRIFSP to understand local farming situations,
and how the output of technical component research can be mobl1lzed by
Identifying the techniques appropriate to those situations. This approach can
feed Information back to researchers that will help them to evaluate selection
blocks, yield trials and cultural practices. using the same criteria that farmers
use In assessing recommended varieties and practices. This can make the
products of research more perllnent to the needs and capabl1ltles of the small
farmers who consUtute the market for those products.

There Is an Increasing commitment to
on·farm research with a farmingsystems perspective (OFRIFSP) as a
new tool for agrtcultural research
among countrtes of the eastern and
southern Afrtcan region (ESA).
OFRIFSP Is relatively well developed In
Zambia (1982) and Malawi (1984),
where regionally deployed teams of onfarm researchers. Including both
technical and social scientists. have
been restructured Into their research
services. Botswana, Ethiopia. Kenya.
Lesotho. Sudan. Swaziland. Tanzania
and Zimbabwe have OFRlFSP-type
programs. and are actively debating
how they can best be Integrated with
technical component research ITCR)

and the extension services. Burundi.
Mozambique. Rwanda. Somalia and
Uganda also have. or soon wl1l have.
pilot programs In OFRIFSP.
There Is Inierest In OFRIFSP In three
areas:
• MobiliZing timely and appropriate
findings of technical research In
Identified local farming situations;
• Identifying. In those local situations.
unsolved. technical problems
Important to farmer development.
and feeding them back to the
relevant speclallsi researchers
(TCR). and
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• Allowing a participatory approach to
Ihe selection and adaptation of
technology In local situations.
Involving researchers. farmers and
extension staff.
The roles fill gaps and complement
deficiencies. which In the traditional
research process have Inhlbiled the
Wide utilization of research results and
recommendations by farmers.
especially small farmers. Agricultural
researchers have always realized that
blanket recommendations represent a
compromise. and have sought to
handle differences In cl1mate and Soll
by multllocatlon trials. adapting their
materials to local agroecologlcal
circumstances. Adaptive research and
on-farm experimentation per se are not
new. but OFRIFSP brings to them
three new perspectives:
• Awareness that social and economic.
rather than agroecologlcal.
circumstances dictate farmers' final
decision making; technologies. like
other products. need to be tailored
to the pecullarltles of local markets;
• Understanding that farmers. to meet
their diverse obJectives. operate
multiactlvlty systems which demand
compromises on technical perfection
In anyone actlvily in the Interests
of the system as a whole. and
• Recognition that Innovations must
be exposed to farmers and extension
staff as part of the technology
development process. with nonviable
options eliminated before
recommendations are made. This is
clearly preferable to finding out
about nonvlabillty after
recommendation. when considerable
resources have already been
Invested In extension training. Input
and credil servicing of the
technology. and often related
infrastructural development.
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In the urge to realize biological
potential. agricultural scientists have
often exploited Interactions by
developing comprehensive "packages"
of components. Recommendations and
the credit packages which accompany
them represent the "best way" to grow
maize within the present state of the
art. The gap between current practice
and these "final solutions" to maize
grOWing is often so wide that It cannot
be bridged by the smaller farmer for
such reasons as:
• Their cash surplus Is so low that
these compound packages are out of
reach economically;
• The management reperCUSSions of
these compound packages on their
current activities are highly
complex. and often imply the
sacrifice of other obJectives. which
may have a high priority with the
farm family. and
• The risks In making these changes.
even In accepting credit beyond
their annual spending levels. go
against family security. which is
often central to the priorities of the
small farmer.
There Is nothing wrong with packages
per se; farmers. like agricultural
scientists. are interested in exploiting
Interactions. What Is Imporiant Is that
the selection of components for
packages be made with a knowledge of
speclflc farmer situations. OFRIFSP
supplies this knowledge. Brought Into
the planning of adaptive research.
these additional perspectives enable
the matching of emerging technologies
to the needs and capabilities of local.
speclflc farmer groups. raising the rate
of technology adoption.
Although there Is a growing
commitment to OFRIFSP. it Is stl1lin
its beginning stages in the ESA region;
capacity for OFRIFSP Is limited.
Probably less thll!l 3 % of the
professional personnel of the national
agricultural research service (NARS) In

the region are working wilh OFR/FSP.
It seems likely that the participation of

Some show how technical results have
been immediately available to meet
identified farmer needs. Others show
how needs have Influenced. or wlll
Influence. the orientation of speclallst
research programs. The majorily are In
maize in the Interests of the audience
here. but other situations are
mentioned to Illustrate circumstances
which may also be applicable to maize.
All of the cases are designed to show
how OFR/FSP assists specialized
technical component researchers. both
by mobillzing their results to meet
observed farmer needs and by
identifying technical problems. which
are important to farmer development
and which need their attention.

15 to 25% of national researchers.
depending on the complexity and
diversity of farmer circumstances in a
particular country. is a cost-effective
proportion. leaVing 75 to 85% of the
research professionals In specialized
technical component research. This
estimate may be modified for very
small countries. which have large.
agroecologically similar neighbors with
greater resource bases to support a
critical TCR mass. Where a regional
spirit of cooperation allows ready
access to research Information across
national boundartes. It makes sense for
small countries to opt more heavily for
OFRIFSP and to concentrate on
adaptation. The capacity of a country
The three cases are concerned
for OFRIFSP cannot be counted by the
primarily with varietal selection. They
number of researchers allocated to it.
lIIustrate how the use of a farmlngProfessional competence in diagnosis.
systems perspective for understanding
planning. implementation and
the situations of small farmers can be
Interpretation of on·farm experiments.
brought to bear in the choice of
and In eliciting farmer and extension
appropriate varieties. Aspects of maize
participation In the OFRIFSP process.
agronomy are added where relevant to
reqUires high levels of skl1l and
the particular case.
commitment. Few of the national
researchers allocated to OFRIFSP have
Case 1. The low power resources
master's degrees. and perhaps only
available to smaD farmers, and
half a dozen have PhDs; very few have implications for varietal choice
been exposed to the concepts. and
and management
fewer stlll the practice. for more than
Small farmers In the ESA region have
five years. It wlll take time to build
limited power resources. Land
effective capacily In an approach
preparation and planting of a hectare
which Is itself evolVing rapidly. and
of maize with a hoe takes up to 50
which because of the added social and
man-days. depending on the previous
economic dimensions is complex in its
crop cover and soil type. Even with a
different dimensions as compared to
team of oxen. often weakened after the
technical research.
dry season. a family needs up to a
week to prepare and plant less than a
The Use of OFRJ1l'8P
hectare. Studies from Tanzania.
ID Small-Farm Situations
Zambia. Zimbabwe and MalaWi. as
well as across the region. show that
Despite the infancy of OFRIFSP. It has
small-farmer communities are still
begun to show Its merits. Three cases
planting several months after the start
where the application of OFRIFSP has
of the rains. Characteristically. for
prOVided new Insights into the needs of much of the ESA region. cultivation
local small-farm situations wlll be
begins in late October and ends In mlddiscussed here. They have been chosen January. a three-month period. Land
to illustrate siluations which are Widely preparation and planting are not the
relevant In small-farm agriculture.
farmers' sole occupation dUring this
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period; they also weed and fertilize
their earlier plantings. The decision as
to when to stop planting more area
and weed the early plantings Is
economically complex. The use of a
farmlng·systems perspective to
examine such situations has promoted
research interest In a range of
disciplines. Among these are plant
breeding and selection.
Variabillty between and within species
for tolerance to delayed planting-The
planting date effect per se Is perhaps

not yet ful1y understood. and Is
different In different agroecologlcal
situations. It Is clear throughout the
regton that there Is a strong tlme-ofplanting effect. that Independent of late
plantings being Immature at the end of
the rains. reduces yield radically.
Figures of 50 to 150 kglha yield loss
per day of delay after the onset of the
rains have been quoted for malze In
Kenya (1). Research results show that
planting date for optimum yields. often
of a wide variety of crops. Is
Immediately after the onset of the
rains. However. an economic analysis
of the situation shows that where these
findings are reflected In the same
recommended planting date for a
variety of crops grown by the farmer.
he might reduce his production for
food and cash by up to 70% by
follOWing the recommendations
faithfully. Given evidence of the severe
power limitations of small farmers and
the relative land abundance In many
small·farm situations. Interest has
Increased In the relative tolerance of
both crop species and varieties within
species to delays In planting. This Is
particularly relevant to maize. which
occupies between 50 and 80% of the
cultivated area In farming systems of
the region. and which Is both the
staple food for the household and a
profitable cash crop.
Changes In varietal superiority as
planting time Is delayed-This same

limited power characteristic of smallfarm communities has prompted
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interest In cross-over points In maize
varietal performance with delays In
planting. Work Is being done In both
Zambia and Zimbabwe to formulate
recommendations of maize varieties
more suitable for delayed planting.
Most of thIs work Is currently centered
around the use of early maturing
varieties to avoid the end of the rains.
rather than of tolerance In the maize
varieties to the direct effects of late
planting.
Some agronomic aspects of the power
limitations of small farmeniJ-Contrary
to the conventional belief that proper
time of planting is virtually costless to
the fanner. there Is Increasing
recognition that power limitations can
restrict the farmers' ability to achieve
optimal time of planting. This has led
to Increased interest In the
management of late-planted varieties.
As a result of agronomically slgnll1cant
Interactions between planting date.
plant density and fertilizer levels. It Is
becoming accepted that different
management regimes are necessary for
late·planted crops. On·farm research In
both Zambia and Zimbabwe is working
towards management recommendations for late-planted maize.
In the draft-animal systems. which are
Widely found In the ESA region. power
limitations are Increasing In severity.
As population density increases. the
demand for new arable land
encroaches on grazing areas. reducing
the number of animals which can be
maintained and consequently the draftpower pool. Wel1-documented cases
from the International Livestock Center
In Africa (lLCA) In Ethiopia and from
Zimbabwe (Research and Specialist
Services) show that a decreasing draftpower pool has to prepare the land for
an Increasing fann population. Delays
in land preparation. and consequently
maize planting. are exacerbated across
the community as the draft-power pool
decreases. Similar situations can be
Identified In parts of Kenya. Tanzania.
Lesotho. and probably Zambia and
Uganda.

In both Ethiopia and Zimbabwe. on·
farm research has resulted in
Initiatives for stabiliZing the draft·
power herd. both by ImproVing feed
resources and by reducing draft
reqUirements. At ILCA. harnessing
experiments havc resulted In a single
draft animal giving some 70% of the
power outpul of the traditional pair. In
Zimbabwe. It has been found that the
use of a tine for opening the planting
row can reduce the number of passes
In plOWing to one-third. Because the
tine can be pulled by a two-animal
team. rather than the four-animal learn
traditionally used for plOWing. Ihe rate
of land preparation Increases five to
sixfold. Combined with the use of
Atrazlne to control the early weed
flush. this higher work rate will allow
for earlier planting of a significant
proportion of the farming communlty's
maIze; It will also lower the stress level
for the draft herd. The appropriateness
of different approaches to the solution
of this widespread problem of animal
draft power can only be assessed from
an understanding of the particular
farming system In which the problem
occurs.
These facets of an examination of the
Implications of the low power resources
of small farmers for maize variety
choice and management are Important.
They reflect an Increasing awareness
that the best way 10 grow maize
changes radically with local
circumstances. both agroecologlcal and
economic. Technically optimal maize
groWing. Identified In Isolation from a
farming situation. can reduce the
farmer's fleXibility to manage. For
enhancing his fleXibility to handle the
circumstances within which he has to
operate, such as low power resources.
the problem must be seen and met
from his perspective.

Case 2. More intensive
cropping patterns
Extreme population pressures for ralnfed agrlcullure are being experienced
In some well-watered ( 1500 mm

rainfall) parts of the East African
highiands. There a population of up to
600 people per square kilometer
results In a high proportion of holdings
of little more than one-half hectare per
family. At this settlemenl density. the
power problem fades and land area
becomes the limiting factor In the
potential of the farming system. In the
western Kenya hlgh·ralnfall areas,
highest yleids are obtained with the
currently recommended 600 hybrid
series bred at Kltale. These hybrids.
planted In early March. stand In the
field until mld-Septcmber. Wilh
unreliable rainfall in January and
February and with the late-maturing
600 maize. only 100 days are left for
the recultlvation of the land for a
second maize crop. This second maize
crop Is particularly Important to small
farmers. since In a significant
proportion of years maize prices reach
300 to 400% of the post-harvest price
In June and July. before the new longrains maize Is harvested. Unless there
Is a second crop. the small farmer Is
forced to buy maize for food at these
very high prices. and then because of a
lack of cash or because he has had to
mortgage his current crop to buy food
earlier. he Is forced to sell his crop at
the low. post-harvest price.
Because of this need for a second crop.
and because of the high penalties paid
by farmers forced to buy In Ihe market
bcfore the main harvest. expcrlmental
work has been done In farmers' fields
In western Kenya to reconsider varietal
recommendations. Varletles of 120 to
180 days to maturity are being
compared for performance In the long
rains (March to August) and short rains
(August to December). to Identify the
combination which gives the best
production over the whole year. Also.
and this Is relevant to many other
situations In the region. a high
proportion of families are dependent on
local markets for buying expensive
maize for food in the pre-harvest
months In some years. An early
planted. early maturing variety can
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command three to four times the price
of maize harvested at the usual time. A
short· term variety could be grown for
food security. for avoiding havtng to
buy maize when It Is at Its most
expensive or for being able to sell It for
profit to exploit the market. Although
such a variety might have only 50% of
the yield potenllal of a standard
variety. lis earliness would allow the
farmer to benefit from these high
prices. making it 100% more profitable
than a longer maturing standard type.
The experiments allow an evaluation of
earlier maturing varieties with these
circumstances In mind.

Agronomic considerations of
intcrcropping- Two agronomic aspects
of these experiments are of interest.
First, with these extremely resourcepoor farmers. a negligible number are
using fertilizer on their maize. which is
heavily intercropped with beans. and
to a lesser degree, cassava and
sorghum or finger millet. It is unlikely
that there can be a transilion to the
use of fertilizer until food security can
be assured throughout the year, as the
time when fertilizer must be bought is
the time farmers need cash to
supplement their home-grown food
supplies; therefore. varietal
comparisons are being made under the
low Icvels of organic manure currently
used by local farmers. Because of the
possible Interactions between maize
and the heavy Intercrop of beans,
comparisons wl1l also be made on an
Intercropped basis. measuring the
effect of Ihe change In maize varieties
on bean production.
Second. local farmers utilize their
maize stover Intensively for feeding a
dairy animal to provide highly prized
milk for the family. The possibility
exists for opening up the tall standing
maize by stripping the lower leaves,
not only to provide fodder but also to
give access for light to a second maize
crop. relay planted In the interrow
after the beans are removed. This may
be a more viable option than the use of
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two shorier-term varieties. It would
allow a late-maturity variety for the
early rains and an earlier maturing
variety for the late rains. or perhaps
even long-term varieties for both rains.
Such options can only emerge from an
understanding of farmer needs and
current practices In a specific local
situation.

an Improved 120-day variety would be
useful, 96% of the farmers answered
that II would be; 63% mentioned Ihe
advantage of early food. In areas
Investigated in Malawi. Virtually all
farmers plant local maize and give It
priority in establishment over MHI2,
because of Its slorage and consumption
characteristics.

Case 3. Circumstances
in whlcb farmers use
specialized varietal types
Case 1 and Case 2 are situallons where
a knowledge of farmer-resource
endowments and management
strategies Is Important to an
understanding of their varietal needs.
Case I examines some of the varietal
implications of low power resources,
common to many small-fanner
systems across the region. Case 2 Is an
extreme situation where land has
become the limiting resource despite
low power availability. Case 3 brings
together three examples of how
circumstances other than resource
endowment playa large part In
farmers' choice of varieties for their
particular circumstances.

Working In the 0 I-Obeld an'a of the
Sudan. Intsonnll found a range of
sorghum varieties being mixed In the
same planting. Oillercnt varieties were
Identified wilh dtlferenlly valued
consumption characteristics. Farmers
mentioned as desirable such
characteristics as. "Gives a large food
crop In a good season," "Comes
through with sufficient food In a dry
season." "Stores well to allow a carryover until the current crop is In.'' "Is
good for brewing." and "Stalks make
good animal feed." In many small-farm
systems In the region. there wl1l be no
single "best" variety. Selection and
perhaps even breeding can be usefully
oriented toward replacing specific
varieties of major Importance to
farmers, and can be gUided by an
understanding of the strategies of
farmers In groWing a range of varieties.

The grOWing of several varieties with
different consumption
characterlsUcs-Multlllnes are often
associated with wheat grOWing as a
strategy to avoid heavy losses from
disease. The grOWing of a numlwr of
varieties is also a frequent feature of
small-farmer management strategy,
especially when production for
consumption and for sales are multiple
obJectives. Farmers in part of Zambia
make early plantings of traditional
short-term maize varieties (100 to 120
days) to obtain early food. These
varteties also taste better as green
maize than do the hybrids SR52 and
H21 (170 days). which form the main
crop. Farmer priority for early planting
of these traditional varIeties leads to a
delay in the planting of hybrids; 25%
of hybrtd plantings are made with
expectations of only 125 days of rain.
In answer to the question of whether

The use of more than one planting for
adaptability to weather conditionsMid-season droughts are a feature of
significant areas of the drier parts of
the ESA region. About once every
three years, farmers In part of southern
ZImbabwe face a floating mid-season
drought. which occurs anytime
between Christmas and the end of
February. They manipulate two
plantings of R200 and R201 (135 to
140 days) so that one of the planlings
can escape this possible drought. The
strategy Is for the early planting to
start setting grain before the drought
when it occurs late, or for the late
planting to stand through the drought
If it occurs soon after its establishment.
Once It was understood that this was
the farmers' drought-avoidance
strategy. It became elear that a shorter-

term variety would improve their
fleXibility to manage this hazard.
allOWing greater probability of escape
for the early planting. and the option
to plant the second crop later. perhaps
as late as January. In those years
when the drought occurs early.

The consideration of crop by-products
in varicly selection-Case I highlighted
the decreasing pools of draft power as
a resull of the competition between
arable land and grazing iand. In many
parts of the world that arc more
Intensively ellltivaled than the ESA
region. the stover of cereal crops. nsed
for animal feed. sometimes has a
higher value than the grain itself.
Strong local markets exist for stover.
with farmers who do not own draft
anImals trading their residues for
services from draft owners, or finding
their niche In the milk market by
selllng forage to dairy farmers. The
possession of stover by non·anlmal
owners can be seen as a bargaining
position for access to draft power; the
beginnings of such a situation can be
identified in the ESA region. In some
drier parts of Zimbabwe, although
tradition allows access to all crop
residues by livestock. 90% of the cattle
owners collect their maize stover from
their fields and store it from time of
harvest In April and May until It is fed
to their cattle from August to
November. A fcw cattle owners In the
area report planling maize after Ihe
harvest of groundnuts In February,
some six weeks before the end of the
rains; their aim is more nutritious
fodder for their animals in the dry
season.
In western Sudan. where transhumant
farmers move through settled areas
with their animals in the dry season.
the beginnings of a fodder market can
be seen. Settled farmers get the value
of the manure In exchange for the
residues grazed by the transhumant
animals. In all of these cases. as
pressure on dry-season feed tncreases.
the market for fodder will become
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